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Central Spindle Assembly and Cytokinesis
Require a Kinesin-like Protein/RhoGAP Complex
with Microtubule Bundling Activity
in wild-type embryos, it is highly concentrated in a nar-
row region of the spindle midzone; this region may corre-
spond to the region of microtubule overlap.
There is strong evidence that the function of ZEN-4
is conserved widely among metazoans. The mammalian
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ortholog of ZEN-4, MKLP-1/CHO1 (hereafter referred toAustria
as MKLP-1), was the founding member of this subfamily
of kinesins. Although initial antibody microinjection ex-
periments implicated MKLP-1 in mitotic progression
(Nislow et al., 1992), recent genetic evidence indicatesSummary
that MKLP-1 family members function specifically in cy-
tokinesis. As mentioned above, the nematode orthologA late step in cytokinesis requires the central spindle,
is essential for cytokinesis, as is the Drosophila ortholog,which forms during anaphase by the bundling of anti-
pavarotti (Adams et al., 1998). MKLP-1 was shown toparallel nonkinetochore microtubules. Microtubule
have plus end-directed microtubule motility in vitro (Nis-bundling and completion of cytokinesis require ZEN-
low et al., 1992). Overexpression of MKLP-1 in cultured4/CeMKLP-1, a kinesin-like protein, and CYK-4, which
cells induces antiparallel microtubule bundles (Sharpcontains a RhoGAP domain. We show that CYK-4 and
et al., 1996). Though ZEN-4 may have the capacity toZEN-4 exist in a complex in vivo that can be reconstitu-
promote microtubule bundling upon overexpression,ted in vitro. The N terminus of CYK-4 binds the central
during cytokinesis it cannot be sufficient since, in vivo,region of ZEN-4, including the neck linker. Genetic
there are additional factors beside ZEN-4 that are essen-suppression data prove the functional significance of
tial for central spindle assembly.this interaction. An analogous complex, containing
The kinesin superfamily is quite diverse, containingequimolar amounts of a CYK-4 ortholog and MKLP-1,
three major classes based upon the position of the cata-was purified from mammalian cells. Biochemical stud-
lytic core. The largest class, the KIN-N class, of whichies indicate that this complex, named centralspindlin,
ZEN-4 is a member, has N-terminal motor domains (seeis a heterotetramer. Centralspindlin, but not its indi-
Vale and Fletterick, 1997; Vale and Milligan, 2000 forvidual components, strongly promotes microtubule
reviews). Members of this class have been implicated inbundling in vitro.
a variety of biological processes including chromosome
movement, centrosome separation, vesicle trafficking,Introduction
and establishment of organismal polarity. These micro-
tubule motors are believed to carry out these diverseA critical step in the cell division cycle is the formation
functions by association with accessory proteins thatof two separate daughter cells by cytokinesis. The acto-
enable them to attach specifically to chromosomes, cen-myosin-containing contractile ring pulls the overlying
trosomes, vesicles, etc. Although many kinesins have beenplasma membrane toward the center of the cell where it
described, far fewer accessory proteins have been char-reaches a microtubule-based structure called the central
acterized. Thus the biological function of most kinesinsspindle. The central spindle is essential for completion
is not yet fully understood at the molecular level. Onof cytokinesis in animal cells (for a review, see Straight
the other hand, the mechanism of microtubule-basedand Field, 2000). Central spindle assembly begins in
motility of conventional kinesin, a KIN-N that is the
early anaphase when nonkinetochore spindle microtu-
founding member of the entire superfamily of kinesins,
bules become bundled. The microtubule bundles that
and of NCD, a motor with a C-terminally positioned cata-
make up the central spindle span the interpolar region lytic domain (KIN-C), have been studied at atomic reso-
of the anaphase spindle. There is a narrow region of lution. The conformational changes that convert chemi-
overlap between the two sets of antiparallel microtu- cal energy into mechanical force are known and the
bules (Mastronarde et al., 1993). These bundles become critical regions of the catalytic core have been identified
compacted during cytokinesis and eventually develop (Kikkawa et al., 2001; Kull et al., 1996; Rice et al., 1999;
into the cell midbody. Sablin et al., 1996). This basic mechanism of force gener-
In many animal cells, including the early C. elegans ation is undoubtedly utilized by most, if not all, kinesin
embryo, the central spindle plays a crucial role during superfamily members. It is therefore important to under-
the late stages of cytokinesis. This was first established stand in more detail how various kinesin family members
by studies of embryos deficient in the kinesin-like pro- mediate individual processes within the cell and to relate
tein ZEN-4/CeMKLP-1 (hereafter referred to as ZEN-4; these findings to the mechanism of force production.
Powers et al., 1998; Raich et al., 1998). ZEN-4-depleted Recently, we have identified a Rho family GAP protein,
embryos fail to assemble the central spindle but initiate CYK-4, that appears to have a functional connection to
cytokinesis normally, and the cleavage furrow ingresses the ZEN-4 kinesin-like protein (Jantsch-Plunger et al.,
to near completion but subsequently regresses. ZEN-4 2000). The phenotype of cyk-4 mutant embryos is indis-
may play a direct role in central spindle assembly since, tinguishable from that of embryos lacking ZEN-4; in par-
ticular, interpolar microtubules do not become bundled
to form the central spindle. CYK-4 and ZEN-4 colocalize1Correspondence: mglotzer@nt.imp.univie.ac.at
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on the central spindle and they are interdependent for
their localization. Finally, we found a synthetic lethal
interaction between temperature-sensitive alleles of
cyk-4 and zen-4. Taken together, these data raise the
possibility that CYK-4 and ZEN-4 interact in vivo and
that this interaction is essential for central spindle as-
sembly and for cytokinesis. Here we show that CYK-4
and ZEN-4 associate in vivo. These proteins also effi-
ciently associate in vitro, and we have used an in vitro
binding assay to dissect the regions of both proteins
that are necessary and sufficient for this interaction.
We show that the protein encoded by the temperature-
sensitive allele cyk-4(t1689) is defective in binding to
ZEN-4. We have found mutations in the CYK-4 binding
region of zen-4 that suppress cyk-4(t1689), providing
strong evidence for the importance of the interaction
for progression of cytokinesis. The human orthologs of
CYK-4 and ZEN-4, HsCYK-4/MgcRacGAP and MKLP-1,
are also in a complex which we have purified. This com-
plex contains equimolar amounts of HsCYK-4 and
MKLP-1. Both of these proteins localize to the central
spindle and to division remnants, as do the nematode
orthologs. In vitro, CYK-4 and ZEN-4 together, but not
individually, promote the formation of large bundles of
microtubules. Thus we have identified an evolutionarily
conserved protein complex that is essential for central
spindle assembly.
Results
CYK-4 and ZEN-4 Form a Complex In Vivo
and In Vitro
To test whether CYK-4 and ZEN-4 exist in a stable bio-
chemical complex, we performed immunoprecipitation
experiments using extracts prepared from early C.
elegans embryos. When embryo extracts were immuno-
precipitated using anti-CYK-4 antibodies, a significant
amount of ZEN-4 coimmunoprecipitated suggesting the
existence, in vivo, of a stable complex containing CYK-4
and ZEN-4 (Figure 1A).
To determine whether CYK-4 and ZEN-4 are compe-
tent to interact in the absence of other nematode pro-
teins, the two proteins were produced by in vitro transla-
tion and subjected to immunoprecipitation. When CYK-4
Figure 1. CYK-4 and ZEN-4 Associate In Vivo and In Vitroand ZEN-4 (fused to the chitin binding domain; CBD)
(A) Immunoprecipitation was performed on worm embryo extractswere translated in vitro and subsequently mixed, both
with antibodies directed against CYK-4, ZEN-4, or nonspecific rabbitproteins could be recovered in high yield by chitin beads
IgG. The immunoprecipitates were resolved on SDS-PAGE gels fol-(Figure 1B). The coprecipitation of CYK-4 was depen-
lowed by Western blotting with an anti-ZEN-4 antibody. Mock im-
dent on ZEN-4; CYK-4 was not recovered on chitin munoprecipitation without extract was included to control for
beads when ZEN-4 was substituted by CBD alone. crossreactivity with the antibodies. ZEN-4 specifically coimmuno-
Moreover, when luciferase was substituted for CYK-4, precipitated with CYK-4.
(B) 35S-labeled CYK-4 (or luciferase; LUC) and chitin binding domainit did not coprecipitate with ZEN-4. The association be-
(CBD)-tagged ZEN-4 (or CBD alone) were separately expressed bytween CYK-4 and ZEN-4 could also be detected when
in vitro translation (left panel). Translation reactions were mixed andanti-CYK-4 antibodies were used to retrieve the complex
incubated in the indicated combinations and CBD-ZEN-4 or CBD
(Figure 1C). alone were recovered with chitin beads (right panel). In this and all
other gels in this paper, the input lanes contain the same amount
of translation product as was added to the beads used for precipita-Delineation of the Region of CYK-4 Necessary
tion. The precipitates were resolved on SDS-PAGE gels and theto Bind to ZEN-4
labeled products were detected by a phosphoimager. CYK-4 copuri-Since the binding between CYK-4 and ZEN-4 could be
fied with CBD-ZEN-4 while the luciferase control did not.easily reconstituted using in vitro-translated proteins,
(C) CYK-4 (or luciferase) and CBD-ZEN-4 (or CBD alone) were coex-
we used this assay to dissect the regions of the two pressed as 35S-labeled proteins in the indicated combinations (left
proteins that mediate this interaction. We first concen- panel). CYK-4 was immunoprecipitated with an anti-CYK-4 antibody
(right panel). ZEN-4 coimmunoprecipitated with CYK-4.trated on CYK-4. The N-terminal 34 amino acids of
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CYK-4 are poorly conserved and are followed by an90 S15L, was engineered into the CYK-4 expression con-
struct (c4) and used for ZEN-4 binding assays. Whereasamino acid region predicted to form a coiled coil (see
schematic in Figure 2E). The C-terminal 250 amino acids an interaction between CYK-4 and ZEN-4 can be readily
detected, the S15L mutant does not interact with ZEN-4contain a RhoGAP domain that is active in vitro against
RhoA, Rac1, and Cdc42 (Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000). (Figure 2A). This experiment indicates that the destabili-
zation of the interaction between CYK-4 and ZEN-4 mayThe RhoGAP domain is preceded by a C1 domain, a
cysteine-rich domain that may mediate interactions with be the primary defect in cyk-4(t1689ts) embryos.
diacylglycerol (Hurley and Meyer, 2001). Truncations of
the C terminus of CYK-4 revealed that the ZEN-4 binding In Vivo Evidence for the CYK-4/ZEN-4 Interaction
region is contained within the N-terminal 232 amino acids To gain further insight into the mechanism of CYK-4
(fragment c5; Figure 2A). Further truncations within this function in vivo, we sought to identify suppressors of
region indicated that residues 1–120 (fragment c8; from the cyk-4(t1689ts) mutation. Homozygous cyk-4(t1689ts)
the N terminus to the end of the coiled-coil region) are animals were mutagenized and allowed to self-fertilize
sufficient to bind efficiently to ZEN-4 (Figure 2B). Further for two generations at the permissive temperature.
deletions within this minimal domain impaired binding. When the F2 animals reached early adulthood, the tem-
Neither a near full-length version of CYK-4 lacking only perature was shifted to 20C to impose a selection for
the N-terminal 34 amino acids (fragment c1) nor a deriva- fertile animals carrying presumptive suppressor muta-
tive lacking the coiled-coil domain (fragment c3) was tions. We identified 18 suppressor mutations (see Exper-
able to bind ZEN-4 (Figure 2A). Thus the ability of CYK-4 imental Procedures). Intragenic suppressors were iden-
to interact with ZEN-4 depends on the N-terminal 120 tified by sequencing of the cyk-4 locus, PCR amplified
residues of CYK-4 (Figure 2E). from the suppressor strains. Six suppressor strains con-
tained an additional point mutation in the N terminus
of CYK-4; all of the mutations coded for amino acidDelineation of the ZEN-4 Region Required
substitutions within the biochemically defined ZEN-4to Bind CYK-4
binding region (Figure 3A).We next used the in vitro assay to define the region of
In addition to the mutations found within the cyk-4ZEN-4 that binds to the N terminus of CYK-4. Initially,
gene itself, we also identified extragenic suppressor mu-we compared the CYK-4 binding activity of full-length
tations. One suppressor strain that did not contain muta-ZEN-4 (z0) to that of three C-terminal deletion fragments
tions within the cyk-4 gene was characterized in detail.of ZEN-4: a C-terminal truncation derivative that lacks
The suppressor activity was mapped to the central re-the domain following the coiled-coil domain (z1), the
gion of chromosome IV using single-nucleotide poly-catalytic core domain and the linker region (z2), and
morphisms. Since the zen-4 gene maps to this region,the N-terminal catalytic core alone (z3). The full-length
the coding region of the zen-4 gene was sequenced.protein (z0) bound CYK-4 with high affinity, as did the
This strain, xs82, was found to contain a point mutationnext longer fragment (z1), but the two smaller fragments
that causes a substitution of glutamic acid for a lysinedid not interact with CYK-4 (Figure 2C). Next, we exam-
at position 502 (Figure 3A). Importantly, this substitutionined whether the binding activity could be further lo-
maps within the region of ZEN-4 that mediates the inter-calized within the central region of ZEN-4. A minimal
action with CYK-4 in vitro. This substitution allele, E502K,binding domain (z7) consisting of 169 amino acids was
does not cause a detectable phenotype on its own.defined. This region appears to consist of two elements,
Sequencing of the ZEN-4 locus in the other suppressorthe linker region and the coiled coil; neither of these
strains revealed that seven other strains contained pointindividual elements had detectable binding activity on
mutations in ZEN-4, six of which are localized within thetheir own (Figure 2D). These data are summarized in
biochemically defined CYK-4 binding domain (Figure 3A).Figure 2E.
As mentioned above, CYK-4(S15L) is unable to inter-The interaction of CYK-4 with the neck linker/coiled-
act with ZEN-4 in the in vitro binding assay. If the imme-coil region of ZEN-4 is particularly interesting in light of
diate consequence of the S15L substitution in the Nrecent studies that indicate that in conventional kinesin,
terminus of CYK-4 is a defect in ZEN-4 binding, then anthe neck linker region is critical for force production by
extragenic suppressor mutation in zen-4 that rescuesthis mechanochemical enzyme (Case et al., 2000; Rice
cyk-4(t1689) might restore binding to CYK-4(S15L). Toet al., 1999; see Discussion).
test this possibility, we translated either the wild-type
CYK-4 fragment (c5) or a mutated version encoding the
S15L substitution and mixed this product with a frag-The Product of cyk-4(t1689ts) Does Not Interact
with ZEN-4 ment of ZEN-4 (z4) carrying either the wild-type glutamic
acid at position 502 or the lysine substitution allele. Wild-Although the amino-terminal region of CYK-4 exhibits
poor sequence conservation at the primary sequence type CYK-4 fragment bound equally well to wild-type
and the E502K derivative of ZEN-4. As discussed above,level (Figure 7A), our earlier studies indicated that this
region is crucial for its in vivo function since the cyk- CYK-4(S15L) is unable to bind to wild-type ZEN-4. How-
ever, CYK-4(S15L) was able to bind to ZEN-4(E502K),4(t1689) allele contains a substitution mutation at posi-
tion 15. Since this point mutation maps into the ZEN-4 though this interaction was weaker than that seen with
the wild-type proteins (Figure 3B). These data, togetherbinding region (Figure 2E) and since, in vivo, this muta-
tion affects the ability of CYK-4 and ZEN-4 to colocalize, with the genetic suppression, prove that the interaction
between the N terminus of CYK-4 and the central regionwe tested whether this mutation also affects the ability of
these two proteins to interact in vitro. This substitution, of ZEN-4 is crucial for their function in vivo.
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Figure 2. The N Terminus of CYK-4 Is Necessary and Sufficient to Bind to the Central Region of ZEN-4
The interacting regions of CYK-4 and ZEN-4 were defined using an in vitro binding assay.
(A) CYK-4 derivatives c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5 (see [E]) were expressed as 35S-labeled proteins by in vitro translation (left panel). The reaction
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In Vivo, the Majority of ZEN-4 Is in a Complex using a similar strategy. Full-length ZEN-4 was coex-
pressed with affinity-tagged deletion derivatives of ZEN-4.with CYK-4
To gain insight into the molecular architecture of the Neither the N-terminal region (z2) nor the C-terminal
region (z6) of ZEN-4 bound appreciably to full-lengthCYK-4/ZEN-4 complex and to determine whether the
majority of ZEN-4 is in a complex with CYK-4 in vivo, ZEN-4, but two fragments of ZEN-4 (z5 and z7) bound
to full-length ZEN-4 (Figure 4B). The region common towe performed sucrose density gradient centrifugation
experiments with extracts prepared from C. elegans em- these two fragments consists of residues 505–603,
which is the region predicted to form a coiled coil.bryos. When wild-type extracts are prepared in the pres-
ence of 0.6 M NaCl, ZEN-4 migrates as a symmetrical The ability of CYK-4 and ZEN-4 to self-associate in
vitro raises the possibility that in vivo, the CYK-4/ZEN-49 S peak (Figure 3C). CYK-4 migrates at an identical
S value (data not shown). To determine whether the complex may contain, at a minimum, two molecules
each of CYK-4 and ZEN-4.migration of ZEN-4 on sucrose gradients was dependent
on its association with CYK-4, we took advantage of the
finding that the cyk-4(t1689) allele is specifically defec-
The Human Orthologs of CYK-4 and ZEN-4,tive in its ability to bind to ZEN-4. When extracts were
HsCYK-4 and MKLP-1, Interactprepared from cyk-4 mutant embryos and subjected
In Vivo and Colocalizeto sucrose density centrifugation, ZEN-4 migrates as a
In C. elegans, CYK-4 and ZEN-4 associate in vivo andsymmetrical peak with a sedimentation value of 6 S,
in vitro, and this complex is important for central spindlesignificantly less dense than ZEN-4 sediments in wild-
assembly and cytokinesis. To extend these findings, wetype extracts (Figure 3C). These data indicate that, in
evaluated whether mammalian cells contained a stablevivo, the majority of ZEN-4 is in a complex with CYK-4.
complex containing the human orthologs of these pro-
teins, HsCYK-4/MgcRacGAP (Hirose et al., 2001; Toure
et al., 1998; Wooltorton et al., 1999) and MKLP-1, respec-CYK-4 and ZEN-4 Self-Associate
Thus far, we have established that central spindle as- tively. Extracts were prepared from mitotic HeLa cells,
and antibodies directed against HsCYK-4 or MKLP-1sembly is dependent on an interaction between CYK-4
and ZEN-4 and have defined the regions of both proteins were used for immunoprecipitation followed by Western
blotting. MKLP-1 could be coimmunoprecipitated withthat are required for this interaction. Interestingly, both
binding domains contain coiled-coil regions. Since coiled anti-HsCYK-4 antibodies and vice versa (Figure 5A). The
immunoblots revealed that small amounts of HsCYK-4coils can be dimerization motifs and since many kinesin
motors are often composed of two motor domains teth- and MKLP-1 migrate with reduced mobility, likely due
to phosphorylation.ered by a coiled coil, we examined whether CYK-4 and
ZEN-4 are able to self-associate. To obtain evidence that these proteins play a similar
role in human cells as was shown previously for theTo assess whether CYK-4 self-associates, we coex-
pressed full-length CYK-4 and the CYK-4 fragment (c5). nematode proteins, we examined the localization of
HsCYK-4 and MKLP-1 in cultured (HeLa) human cells.As a control, the full-length protein was substituted by
the truncated version lacking the N-terminal 120 amino During all stages of the cell cycle, the two proteins pre-
cisely colocalize (Figure 5B, panels a–d). In early ana-acids (and hence the coiled-coil domain; c2). The longer
CYK-4 fragments were immunoprecipitated with an anti- phase, the two proteins localize to the nascent central
spindle (panels a and a). During mid-to-late anaphasebody directed against the C-terminal region of CYK-4,
and the coimmunoprecipitation of the short N-terminal they localize to short segments in the central spindle
(panels b and b). Three-dimensional reconstruction offragment was assessed. The N-terminal fragment (c5)
bound to full-length CYK-4 (c0) but not to CYK-4 lacking optically sectioned anaphase cells revealed that each
bundle of microtubules in the central spindle is labeled atthe N-terminal domain (c2; Figure 4A). These data dem-
onstrate that CYK-4 self-associates. This association is its distal end by MKLP-1 antibodies (see Supplemental
Movie S1 at http://www.developmentalcell.com/cgi/likely mediated by the coiled-coil domain.
The capacity of ZEN-4 to self-associate was examined content/full/2/1/41/DC1). The MKLP-1 staining region is
products were incubated with unlabeled full-length ZEN-4 and, after incubation, ZEN-4 was immunoprecipitated with an anti-ZEN-4 antibody
(right panel). Two fragments of CYK-4, c0 and c5, coimmunoprecipitated with ZEN-4. Full-length CYK-4 bearing the point mutation of S15L
(c4) only weakly associates with ZEN-4.
(B) CBD-CYK-4 fragments (c5, c6, c7, c8, and c9) and full-length ZEN-4 (or luciferase as a control) were coexpressed as 35S-labeled proteins
by in vitro translation (left panel). CBD-CYK-4 fragments were affinity purified (right panel). ZEN-4 copurified with CYK-4 fragments c5 and
c8, but not with fragments c6, c7, or c9.
(C) Full-length ZEN-4 (z0) and C-terminal deletion fragments of ZEN-4 (z1, z2, and z3) were 35S-labeled by in vitro translation and incubated
with unlabeled CYK-4 (or luciferase as a control; left panel). CYK-4 was precipitated with anti-CYK-4 antibody (right panel). Full-length ZEN-4
and the z1 deletion derivative coprecipitated with CYK-4, while shorter fragments (z2 and z3) did not.
(D) CBD-tagged fragments of ZEN-4 (z1, z3, z7, z8, and z9) were expressed in an unlabeled form and incubated with 35S-labeled CYK-4 (c5;
left panel). ZEN-4 fragments were pulled down by affinity chromatography using chitin beads (right panel). CYK-4 (c5) copurified with ZEN-4
deletion derivatives z1 and z7, but not with z3, z8, and z9.
(E) A summary of the CYK-4 and ZEN-4 derivatives tested. Binding activity is denoted ( or ). The minimal derivative that retains ZEN-4
binding activity is c8, which corresponds to residues 1–120 of CYK-4. This region contains a coiled-coil (CC) region and an N-terminal
extension. The minimal derivative that retains CYK-4 binding activity is z7, which corresponds to residues 435–603 of ZEN-4. This region
contains a “neck” region C-terminal to the kinesin catalytic core and a coiled-coil region.
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Figure 3. A Complex of CYK-4 and ZEN-4 Is
Required for Function In Vivo
(A) Several point mutations in the cyk-4 and
zen-4 coding region were isolated as sup-
pressors of cyk-4(t1689ts). The nature of 11
alleles are shown in the figure; two additional
substitution mutations in ZEN-4 were iso-
lated, E340K and G454E. zen-4(xs82), which
causes an E502K substitution, was studied
in detail.
(B) ZEN-4(E502K) binds to CYK-4(S15L).
CYK-4 fragments c5 and c5(S15L) were ex-
pressed as 35S-labeled proteins and incu-
bated with unlabeled ZEN-4 fragments (z4,
z4(E502K), and z6). ZEN-4 fragments were
precipitated with anti-ZEN-4 antibody. CYK-4
fragment c5 coprecipitated with ZEN-4 (z4)
but not with ZEN-4 (z6). The S15L mutation
in CYK-4 fragment c5 abolishes its ability to
bind to ZEN-4 (z4). However, the suppressor
mutation in ZEN-4 partially recovered this
interaction [CYK-4 c5(S15L) and ZEN-4
z4(E502K)]. The ZEN-4(E502K) substitution
does not affect binding to wild-type CYK-4.
(C) The majority of ZEN-4 is in a complex with
CYK-4 in vivo. Extracts were made from wild-
type (N2) embryos or cyk-4(t1689ts) embryos.
Sedimentation of ZEN-4 was analyzed by su-
crose density gradient centrifugation fol-
lowed by Western blotting. The samples were
spiked with the indicated standards, which
ran identically in the two gradients. ZEN-4
from wild-type embryos sediments at 9 S,
whereas ZEN-4 from cyk-4 mutant embryos
sediments at 6 S.
0.93  0.25 m in length (n  56); this region largely portion of the midbody (panels c and c). These observa-
tions are consistent with previous studies of the individ-corresponds to the region that appears deficient in tu-
bulin staining, but this is a known artifact caused by ual subunits (Hirose et al., 2001; Sellitto and Kuriyama,
1988). During interphase, some cells contain HsCYK-4epitope masking (Saxton and McIntosh, 1987). The ex-
tent of staining is somewhat narrower than previous and MKLP-1 in the nucleus, whereas others do not.
This is likely due to cell cycle-regulated accumulationultrastructural determinations of the extent of microtu-
bule overlap (2 m; Mastronarde et al., 1993). Later in of these factors since, upon G2 arrest, HsCYK-4 and
MKLP-1 accumulate in the nucleus of all cells (data notcleavage, both proteins localize to a discrete, central
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To gain insight into the architecture of centralspindlin,
we investigated the hydrodynamic properties of its con-
stituents. Lysates were prepared from mitotic HeLa cells
and run on sucrose density gradients. Western blotting
of the gradient fractions indicated that HsCYK-4 and
MKLP-1 comigrate on the gradients with an S value of
8 (Figure 5D). This sedimentation behavior is similar to
that of centralspindlin extracted from C. elegans em-
bryos. The two proteins also comigrated on a gel filtra-
tion column with an apparent molecular weight of 800
kDa (data not shown). Gel filtration chromatography
cannot accurately estimate the native molecular mass
of asymmetric particles. However, gel filtration data,
combined with S value measurements, allow a more
accurate estimation of the native molecular mass. When
the experimental values of centralspindlin are combined
in this way, the complex is estimated to have a native
molecular weight of 300 kDa.
To determine whether equimolar amounts of HsCYK-4
and MKLP-1 are present in centralspindlin and whether
or not other proteins are also in the complex, we immu-
nopurified the complex from the microtubule binding
fraction prepared from mitotic cells. Antibodies specific
for HsCYK-4 and MKLP-1 were used in parallel for the
immunoprecipitation. Coomassie blue staining of both
immunoprecipitates revealed two major bands (75 and
110 kDa) and one minor band (116 kDa; Figure 5E). Mass
spectrometry analysis revealed that the 110 and 116Figure 4. CYK-4 and ZEN-4 Self-Associate through Their Coiled-
kDa bands are MKLP-1 and the 75 kDa band is HsCYK-4.Coil Domains
No additional bands reproducibly coprecipitated withCYK-4 and ZEN-4 are both able to self-associate.
HsCYK-4 or MKLP-1. Given that (1) centralspindlin has(A) CYK-4 fragment (c5) (residues 1–232) was coexpressed as a
35S-labeled protein with CYK-4 (c0) or (c2) (left panel). The CYK-4 a native molecular mass of 300 kDa, (2) it does not
fragments (c0) and (c2) were immunoprecipitated; fragment c5 is appear to contain any proteins in addition to HsCYK-4
not recognized by this C-terminal antibody. CYK-4 fragment c5 and MKLP-1, and (3) both components are capable of
coimmunoprecipitates with CYK-4 (c0), but not with CYK-4 (c2).
self-association, we conclude that centralspindlin is a(B) CBD-tagged fragments of ZEN-4 (z2, z5, z7, or z6) were coex-
tetramer containing two molecules each of HsCYK-4pressed with untagged ZEN-4 (z0) (left panel). CBD-tagged frag-
and MKLP-1.ments were purified by affinity chromatography with chitin beads
(right panel). Untagged ZEN-4 (z0) copurified with CBD-ZEN-4 (z5)
and (z7), but not with ZEN-4 (z2) or (z6). The low extent of labeling Centralspindlin Is Sufficient to Induce Microtubule
of (z6) as compared to (z7) is attributable to low cysteine and methio-
Bundling In Vitronine content of the C-terminal fragment.
To investigate whether centralspindlin is sufficient to
induce microtubule bundling, CYK-4 and ZEN-4 wereshown). In addition, most cells contain brightly staining
produced in insect cells using a baculovirus expressioncortical spot or ring-like structures. These structures
system. CYK-4 and ZEN-4 were individually purified tolikely correspond to division remnants (panels d and
near homogeneity and the CYK-4/ZEN-4 complex wasd); previous time-lapse microscopy with GFP-tagged
purified after coinfection with the two viruses (FigureCYK-4 and ZEN-4 in nematode embryos revealed that
6A). A reconstituted complex, containing CYK-4/ZEN-the central spindle matures into the midbody that later
4(z1), sediments in sucrose gradients with a similar Sdevelops into a persistent spot or ring in the cell cortex.
value as did the centralspindlin complex isolated fromThus there is a striking concordance between the bio-
wild-type C. elegans embryos, and ZEN-4(z1) alone sedi-chemical properties and the subcellular localization of
ments with a similar pattern as did ZEN-4 in cyk-4 mutantCYK-4/ZEN-4 in C. elegans embryos and HsCYK-4/
embryo extracts (data not shown). CYK-4 and ZEN-4MKLP-1 in human cells. Since the names of the individ-
were then incubated individually or in combination withual proteins vary from species to species, we propose
microtubules in the presence of the nucleotide analogto call this complex “centralspindlin.” To establish that
AMP-PNP to stabilize the interaction between the motorcentralspindlin performs a similar function in these two
protein and microtubules. The reactions were fixed,systems, HeLa cells were depleted of HsCYK-4 using
loaded onto a glycerol cushion, and sedimented onto aRNAi. Cells depleted of HsCYK-4 did not assemble a well-
glass coverslip. The samples were labeled with antibod-organized central spindle and they failed to complete
ies specific for tubulin and CYK-4 or ZEN-4. In thecell division (Figure 5C); 48% (n  151) of cells treated
samples that contained CYK-4 or ZEN-4 alone, littlewith CYK-4 siRNA became polyploid or multinucleate
microtubule bundling was observed. When present si-in 72 hr compared to 2% (n  273) in the mock-treated
multaneously, CYK-4 and ZEN-4 induced extensive mi-control. These data indicate that the function of cen-
tralspindlin is conserved from nematodes to humans. crotubule bundling (Figure 6B). Immunolocalization of
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Figure 5. A Complex of MKLP-1 and HsCYK-4
in HeLa Cells
HsCYK-4/MgcRacGAP and MKLP-1, the hu-
man orthologs of CYK-4 and ZEN-4, respec-
tively, exist as a complex in mitotic HeLa
cells.
(A) HsCYK-4 and MKLP-1 were immunopre-
cipitated from HeLa cell lysate with specific
rabbit antibodies and blotted with specific
mouse antibodies. HsCYK-4 coimmunopre-
cipitated with MKLP-1 and vice versa.
(B) HsCYK-4 and MKLP-1 colocalize to the
central spindle and the midbody. HeLa cells
were fixed and immunostained with anti-
CYK-4, anti-MKLP-1, and anti-tubulin anti-
bodies, and DNA was stained with Hoechst.
Shown are cells in early anaphase (panels a
and a), midcytokinesis (panels b and b), late
cytokinesis (panels c and c), and interphase
(panels d and d). In panels a–d, staining of
CYK-4 (green), microtubules (red), and DNA
(blue) is shown. In panels a–d, staining of
CYK-4 (green) and MKLP-1 (red) is shown.
The scale bars indicate 10 m.
(C) HeLa cells were depleted of HsCYK-4 us-
ing siRNAs and fixed, and CYK-4 (green), mi-
crotubules (red), and DNA (blue) were labeled.
After 72 hr, anaphase figures were observed
in which the central spindle was not well orga-
nized. Additionally, a significant fraction of
cells in the culture became multinucleate or
polyploid.
(D) HeLa cell lysates were analyzed by su-
crose density gradient centrifugation fol-
lowed by blotting with anti-MKLP-1 antibody
or anti-HsCYK-4 antibody. HsCYK-4 and
MKLP-1 cosediment at 8 S. The lowest band
reacting with the CYK-4 antibody is caused
by proteolysis of the N terminus.
(E) MKLP-1 and HsCYK-4 complex was im-
munoprecipitated from a microtubule binding
fraction (MTfr.) of mitotic HeLa cells with spe-
cific antibodies. The 110 kDa and the faint
116 kDa bands were identified by mass spec-
trometry as MKLP-1. The 75 kDa band was
identified by mass spectrometry as HsCYK-4.
Broad bands at 50 kDa and near the gel front
are derived from the immunoglobulin stripped
from the affinity resin.
CYK-4 revealed that the bundles assembled with the that this reaction depends on the presence of both con-
stituents of the complex and their ability to physicallycentralspindlin complex were invariably associated with
multiple foci of CYK-4 (Figure 6B, panels a–c). Likewise, interact.
We had noticed that the solubility of purified cen-the smaller bundles induced by ZEN-4 alone are associ-
ated with discrete foci of ZEN-4 (Figure 6B, panels d–f). tralspindlin was salt sensitive. To systematically exam-
ine this behavior, the purified complex was diluted intoMicrotubule bundling was not observed when the full-
length CYK-4 was substituted by a deletion mutant that buffers containing different amounts of salt and the
preparation was centrifuged and the amount of proteinlacks the N-terminal 34 residues and cannot bind to
ZEN-4 (Figure 6C). We conclude that centralspindlin is remaining in the supernatant was compared to the
amount initially present (Figure 6D). At 200 mM salt andsufficient to form large microtubule bundles in vitro and
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Figure 6. Recombinant Centralspindlin Promotes Microtubule Bundling In Vitro and Self-Associates into Higher Order Oligomers
(A) Preparation of recombinant CYK-4, ZEN-4, and the reconstituted centralspindlin complex. The purified protein preparations are shown.
(B) CYK-4 and/or ZEN-4 were incubated with taxol-stabilized microtubules, fixed, and sedimented onto glass coverslips. Tubulin and CYK-4
or ZEN-4 were stained with specific antibodies. The upper panels show the distribution of microtubules (the scale bar indicates 20 m); the
lower panels show high magnification views of tubulin/CYK-4 (panels a–c) and tubulin/ZEN-4 (panels d–f; the scale bar indicates 5 m).
(C) The extent of microtubule bundling induced by ZEN-4, CYK-4, or CYK-4 derivative (c1) lacking the N-terminal 34 residues alone or in
combination was quantitated. Ten random fields of samples prepared as in (B) were imaged and the number of microtubules bundled per
field ( SEM) were automatically counted; a microtubule bundle was defined as an object with an intensity 3.5 times that of a single
microtubule.
(D) Centralspindlin and ZEN-4 exhibit salt-sensitive solubility. The solubility of centralspindlin and ZEN-4 alone were assayed after dilution
into buffers with the indicated ionic strengths; shown is a Coomassie-stained gel.
(E) Centralspindlin solubility is also salt sensitive in C. elegans embryo extracts. C. elegans embryos were lysed under low salt conditions;
NaCl was added to the indicated concentrations and the solubility was assayed as above by Western blotting with anti-ZEN-4 antibodies.
higher, the complex was entirely soluble. As the salt study, we have demonstrated that in vivo, CYK-4 and
ZEN-4 are present in an evolutionarily conserved proteinconcentration was reduced, centralspindlin became
less soluble. The ZEN-4 subunit alone behaved essen- complex and we have characterized in detail the nature
of this complex in C. elegans embryos and in humantially the same, suggesting that this behavior was gov-
erned by this constituent of the complex. When crude cells. These data suggest that the CYK-4/ZEN-4 com-
plex, which we have named centralspindlin, consists ofextracts from C. elegans embryos were used as a source
of centralspindlin, similar results were obtained (Figure two molecules each of CYK-4 and ZEN-4. CYK-4 binds
to the neck region of the ZEN-4 kinesin, raising the6E). These data suggest that centralspindlin forms
higher order structures. Such structures might contrib- possibility that the motor activity of ZEN-4 is directly
regulated by CYK-4. Moreover, the combination ofute to its ability to bundle microtubules.
CYK-4 and ZEN-4 is sufficient to bundle microtubules
in vitro.Discussion
Recent studies indicate that the central spindle is a Architecture of the Centralspindlin Complex
Analytical biochemistry of the native centralspindlin com-structure that is essential for completion of cytokinesis.
Two proteins required for central spindle assembly, plex isolated from C. elegans embryos demonstrates
the existence of a complex containing the ZEN-4 kinesinCYK-4 and ZEN-4, were previously known to colocalize
to the central spindle and to act in concert with one and the CYK-4 RhoGAP. We have used in vitro binding
experiments to define the critical determinants of thisanother, but the mechanism was entirely unclear. In this
Figure 7. Centralspindlin and Its Role in the Formation of the Central Spindle
(A) Sequence comparison of the N-terminal region of CYK-4. This domain, though functionally important, is not well conserved.
(B) Sequence comparison of the neck linker region of various N kinesins to the MKLP-1 subfamily. Note that a number of highly conserved
residues in the neck linker region are not conserved in the MKLP-1 subfamily.
(C) A schematic view of the centralspindlin complex and three possible models for how it might mediate central spindle assembly. See text
for details.
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interaction and to demonstrate that the two subunits Mode of Microtubule Crosslinking
The centralspindlin complex we have characterized ap-are able to individually self-associate. Genetic and bio-
pears to contain two kinesin motors and two RhoGAPchemical suppression of CYK-4(S15L) by mutations in
molecules. Since most kinesin motors are dimers inZEN-4 strongly argues that the interaction between
which both catalytic cores interact with a single microtu-CYK-4 and ZEN-4 is critical for CYK-4 function. Indeed,
bule protofilament, the subunit composition we havein vivo, the majority of ZEN-4 is in a complex with CYK-4.
described for the complex does not easily explain howSurprisingly, the primary structure of the N-terminal re-
microtubule bundling is achieved. If the two kinesin sub-gion of CYK-4 is not well conserved (Figure 7A). How-
units of centralspindlin bind to the same microtubuleever, the function is likely conserved, since the N-termi-
protofilament, how might microtubule crosslinking oc-nal 120 residues of HsCYK-4 are sufficient to localize in
cur? At this point, we can envisage at least three possi-cultured mammalian cells (data not shown). In addition,
ble, though not mutually exclusive, mechanisms (Fig-the ortholog of CYK-4 is required for cytokinesis in mam-
ure 7B).malian cells (this study) and in mouse embryos (Van de
The first possibility is that there is an additional micro-Putte et al., 2001). Moreover, five pieces of evidence
tubule binding site elsewhere in the CYK-4/ZEN-4 com-together indicate that HsCYK-4 and MKLP-1 are in a
plex. No additional binding site has been identified yettetrameric complex. First, immunopurification of HsCYK-4
in CYK-4, nor has MKLP-1, ZEN-4, or Pav been foundand MKLP-1 recovered equimolar amounts of the two
to have an additional microtubule binding site. However,proteins. Second, these two proteins comigrate on su-
it has been shown, and we have confirmed (data notcrose density gradients with a similar S value as ob-
shown), that MKLP-1 interacts differently with microtu-served for the C. elegans proteins. Third, the two pro-
bules than most kinesin-like proteins. Specifically, ATPteins comigrate on a gel filtration column and their
is usually sufficient to elute most kinesins from microtu-fractionation behavior suggests a native molecular mass
bules, but in the case of MKLP-1, both ATP and highfor the complex of 300 kDa. Fourth, upon reconstitu-
salt are required (Kuriyama et al., 1994; Nislow et al.,tion of the complex in insect cells, equimolar amounts
1992). Thus it is possible that MKLP-1 interacts with twoof CYK-4 copurified with ZEN-4. Fifth, both CYK-4 and
microtubules, one by the motor domain and anotherZEN-4 are able to individually multimerize. Previous de-
via a different interaction surface. Consistent with thisterminations of the native molecular mass of MKLP-1
possibility is the finding that Rab6KIFL kinesin, whichhave been reported, and the values are similar to those
is quite similar to MKLP-1 in primary structure as wellwe present here (Chui et al., 2000; Kuriyama et al., 1994).
as in its localization and proposed function (Fontijn etThese studies had not taken the presence of CYK-4 into
al., 2001; Hill et al., 2000), contains a second microtubuleconsideration, and therefore the data was interpreted
binding activity in the C-terminal half of the moleculeto indicate that MKLP-1 exists as a homotetramer. In
(Echard et al., 1998). However, this possibility does notcontrast, our results indicate that the centralspindlin
explain why CYK-4 is required for central spindle as-complex is a tetramer containing two molecules of the
sembly.ZEN-4/MKLP-1 kinesin and two molecules of the CYK-4
The second alternative is that MKLP-1 forms higherRhoGAP (Figure 7B).
order structures and that the tetramer that we have
characterized is a building block. This possibility gains
Potential Regulation of the Motor
some support from the biochemical characterization of
Domain by CYK-4 centralspindlin. In vitro, centralspindlin forms higher or-
CYK-4 binds to ZEN-4 in a particularly interesting do- der complexes at physiological ionic strength. Further
main of this kinesin family member. A critical element of support of this possibility comes from localization stud-
the kinesin molecule lies just C-terminal to the catalytic ies; in both C. elegans and mammalian cells, we find
core—the neck linker region. ATP binding to one cata- ring-like structures that we term division remnants that
lytic core induces a large conformational change in the persist in the cell cortex after division. These remnants
neck linker region that causes the other catalytic core appear to be large aggregates of centralspindlin which
present in the kinesin dimer to extend toward the adja- are not in obvious association with microtubule bundles.
cent tubulin subunit situated on the plus side of the Higher order oligomers could potentially form in early
initial microtubule contact (Kikkawa et al., 2001; Rice et anaphase and promote microtubule bundling. This
al., 1999). CYK-4 binds to a region of ZEN-4 that includes model is conceptually similar to the mechanism by
the neck linker region. In conventional kinesin, the neck which myosin II filaments promote the formation of anti-
linker corresponds to a region 15 amino acids long that parallel bundles of actin filaments.
connects the catalytic core of kinesin to the coiled-coil The third possibility is that, unlike most N-terminal
stalk domain. Among the family of KIN-N motors, the kinesins, the two catalytic cores of the kinesin subunits
MKLP-1 subfamily has a distinctly divergent neck linker in the centralspindlin complex could bind to different
region; it lacks several nearly invariant residues, and the microtubules. This would not be without precedent, in
linker between the catalytic core and the coiled-coil that the KIN-N KIF1A moves processively along a micro-
region is about five times longer than in other members tubule using a single head (Okada and Hirokawa, 2000).
of the KIN-N family (Figure 7B). The divergence of this The association of the two catalytic cores of MKLP-1
critical region of the kinesin suggests that MKLP-1- with different microtubules is made feasible by the fact
mediated microtubule motility may differ from that of that the linker region between the catalytic core and the
other kinesins. Moreover, since CYK-4 binds to the neck coiled-coil domain is much longer than that present in
linker region of ZEN-4, it is possible that CYK-4 binding most N-terminal kinesins (Figure 7B). Perhaps CYK-4
ensures that the two motor domains are oriented in suchmay in fact regulate ZEN-4 motor activity.
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were diluted in 100 l buffer A and incubated at 20C for 30 mina way to bind to antiparallel microtubules (Figure 7C).
(buffer A: 20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM EDTA,Structural analysis of centralspindlin will help to define
1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, 10 g/ml leupeptin, 10 g/ml pepstatin,the mechanism of antiparallel microtubule bundling.
10g/ml chymostatin) with 0.5% (w/v) Triton X-100. ZEN-4 or CYK-4
Several lines of evidence suggest that centralspindlin proteins were immunoprecipitated with specific antibodies or affin-
may be regulated by at least two different kinases. Ge- ity purified by chitin beads. For immunoprecipitation, 0.5 g anti-
body was added to the reactions and incubated on ice for 1 hr,netic analysis indicates that Pav localization requires
followed by incubation with 5 l protein A-Sepharose beads at 4CPolo kinase (Carmena et al., 1998). In addition, the Au-
for 1 hr. For CBD affinity purification, 5 l of chitin beads (Newrora-B/Incenp complex is also required for the stable
England Biolabs) was added. In both cases, the beads were washedlocalization of centralspindlin in C. elegans embryos
three times with buffer A containing 0.5% (w/v) Triton X-100. Proteins
(Kaitna et al., 2000), and an in vitro biochemical interac- bound to the beads were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by auto-
tion has been detected between Aurora-B (AIR-2) and radiography with a phosphoimager.
ZEN-4 (Severson et al., 2000). Reconstitution of central
Preparation of Cell Lysatesspindle assembly in vitro will allow the role of these and
C. elegans embryos were prepared by bleaching a synchronousother regulators of centralspindlin to be dissected.
culture of adult worms grown on “egg plates” as described (Lewis
and Fleming, 1995). Embryos were washed with buffer A withoutExperimental Procedures
Triton X-100 and frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 80C.
Embryos were crushed by grinding them in a mortar and pestle inWorm Strains and Alleles
liquid nitrogen. Cellular debris was removed by brief centrifugation.The following strains or alleles were used in this study: N2 (Bristol),
HeLa cells were synchronized by treatment with 0.1 g/ml noco-CB4856, cyk-4(t1689ts), unc-64, bli-6(sc16), unc-24(e138), unc-
dazole for 16 hr. Cells were washed twice with cold PBS, frozen in44(e1260), lag-1(q385), and mIs11 IV. Some strains were obtained
liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80C. Cells were lysed and thawedfrom the C. elegans Genetics Center (CGC). The CGC is funded by
by resuspension into ten volumes of buffer A with 0.5% (w/v) Tri-the National Center for Research Resources of the National Insti-
ton X-100.tutes of Health (NIH).
Preparation of Microtubule Binding FractionIsolation of cyk-4 Suppressors
A frozen pellet (0.5 ml) of nocodazole-arrested cells was thawedSuppressors of the cyk-4(t1689ts) mutation were obtained by muta-
and lysed in 5 ml of ice-cold BRB80 (80 mM K PIPES, 1 mM MgCl2,genizing cyk-4(t1689ts) animals with 30–40 mM EMS or 0.5 mM
1 mM EGTA [pH 6.8]) with 0.1% (w/v) Triton X-100. The lysate wasENU. After recovery, the F1 embryos were isolated by bleaching
clarified by centrifugation at 10,000 	 g for 15 min. The resultingand then allowed to grow at the permissive temperature. When F2
supernatant was centrifuged at 25,000 	 g for 20 min at 4C in aanimals reached early adulthood, the population was shifted to 20C
S100AT6 rotor (Hitachi). Microtubules polymerized with glycerol andand fertile animals were selected. Approximately 100,000 F1 ge-
taxol were added to the supernatant. After incubating at 20C fornomes were screened and 18 suppressor mutations, all but two
20 min, microtubules were pelleted by centrifugation at 25,000 	 gbeing unambiguously independent, were isolated. All of the sup-
for 20 min at 20C. The bound proteins were released from microtu-pressor strains were viable and fertile at 20C, but none were able
bules by incubation in 0.5 M NaCl, 5 mM ATP in BRB80 at 20C forto grow at 25C. Six intragenic suppressor mutations were identified.
20 min, followed by centrifugation at 25,000 	 g for 20 min at 20C.The ZEN-4 coding region of the remaining mutants was sequenced
and seven strains were found to contain substitutions in the zen-4
Mass Spectrometry Analysislocus (Figure 3A). Of the remaining five suppressors, four were weak;
Peptides were excised from SDS-PAGE gels, digested with trypsin,none have been characterized in any detail. To confirm that the
and extracted with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and then withsubstitution in zen-4(xs82) was responsible for the suppressing ac-
5% formic acid. Extracted supernatants were collected and injectedtivity, suppressor activity was mapped to less than 1 cM surrounding
into a NanoHPLC (LC Packings) coupled to an LCQ ion trap massthe zen-4 locus.
spectrometer (Finnigan). Collected MS/MS spectra were searched
against a nonredundant database using MASCOT software. EachRNA Interference
sample matched more than 20 peptides of the indicated proteins.RNA interference was performed using siRNAs (Dharmacon Re-
search; 5-CCUCUUCUGACCUUUCGCCdTdT-3 and 5-GGCGAAA
GGUCAGAAGAGGdTdT-3) as described (Elbashir et al., 2001). Hydrodynamics
Sedimentation coefficients were estimated by ultracentrifugation
through a 2 ml linear gradient of 5%–20% (w/v) sucrose in buffer AAntibodies
( 0.6 M NaCl) without Triton X-100 using an S55S rotor (Hitachi).Rabbit CYK-4-specific and ZEN-4-specific antisera were reported
A 150 l cell lysate or microtubule binding fraction was applied.previously (Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000). CYK-4 and ZEN-4 antibod-
Chicken ovalbumin (3.4 S), bovine 
-globulin (7.1 S), bovine catalaseies were affinity purified with His6-CYK-4 (407–613) or His6-ZEN-4
(11 S), and bovine thyroglobulin (19 S) were used as standards. The(578–775) immobilized on NHS-Sepharose (Pharmacia).
diffusion coefficient was estimated by gel filtration using a SuperdexMKLP-1-specific antisera and HsCYK-4-specific antisera were
200 column (30 ml) on an FPLC system (Pharmacia).produced in rabbits and mice (Gramsch Laboratories, Schwab-
hausen, Germany) using C-terminal peptides (QLGPGYQHHAQPKR
KKP and SKSKSATNLGRQGNFFASPMLK, respectively) conjugated Immunoprecipitation and Western Blotting
to keyhole limpet hemocyanin as immunogens. Rabbit antibodies Lysates (500 l) were precleared with 50 l protein A-Sepharose
were affinity purified using peptides immobilized on Poros epoxide beads. For immunoprecipitation from worm embryos, 1 g of affin-
resin. ity-purified antibody was added to the lysate. After incubation on
ice for 1 hr, the immunocomplex was recovered by incubation with
5l protein A-Sepharose (Pharmacia) at 4C for 1 hr. For immunopre-In Vitro Binding Assays
CYK-4, ZEN-4, and fragments thereof were expressed by in vitro cipitation from HeLa cells, antibodies were covalently immobilized
on protein A beads (1 g per 1 l beads) with dimethyl pimelimidate.transcription and translation systems with reticulocyte lysates using
the TNT-coupled reticulocyte lysate system (Promega) or the PRO- The precleared lysate was incubated with antibody beads at 4C
for 1–4 hr. The beads were washed three times with buffer A plusTEINscript II (Ambion) kits, typically in 20 l reactions. Full-length
proteins without tags were expressed from the T3 promoter of 0.5% Triton X-100.
For Western blotting, samples were run on a 7.5% SDS-PAGE gelpBluescript SK(). Fragments of CYK-4 and ZEN-4 tagged with
chitin binding domain (CBD) at the N terminus were expressed from and electrotransferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (HiBond ECL;
Amersham).the T7 promoter of pCBD-TEV. Following translation, the products
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Baculovirus Expression Desai, A., and Walczak, C.E. (2001). Assays for microtubule-destabi-
lizing kinesins. Methods Mol. Biol. 164, 109–121.Recombinant baculoviruses were produced in Sf9 cells using the
Bac-to-Bac system according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Echard, A., Jollivet, F., Martinez, O., Lacapere, J.J., Rousselet, A.,
Recombinant proteins were expressed in High-Five cells. Cells were Janoueix-Lerosey, I., and Goud, B. (1998). Interaction of a Golgi-
harvested at 60 hr after viral infection. After washing once with PBS, associated kinesin-like protein with Rab6. Science 279, 580–585.
cells were lysed with 250 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 20 mM
Elbashir, S.M., Harborth, J., Lendeckel, W., Yalcin, A., Weber, K.,HEPES-NaOH, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM ATP, 1 mM DTT,
and Tuschl, T. (2001). Duplexes of 21-nucleotide RNAs mediate RNA10 g/ml leupeptin, 10 g/ml pepstatin, 1 mM PMSF (pH 7.7). For
interference in cultured mammalian cells. Nature 411, 494–498.CYK-4 His6, DTT was replaced with 5 mM -mercaptoethanol. Fol-
lowing centrifugation at 20,000 	 g for 20 min, the supernatants Fontijn, R.D., Goud, B., Echard, A., Jollivet, F., van Marle, J.,
Pannekoek, H., and Horrevoets, A.J. (2001). The human kinesin-likewere applied to chitin beads or Ni-NTA resin. After washing, ZEN-4
was eluted by cleavage of the linker with TEV protease. CYK-4 was protein RB6K is under tight cell cycle control and is essential for
cytokinesis. Mol. Cell. Biol. 21, 2944–2955.eluted by a stepwise increase of imidazole from 20 mM to 100
mM. Recombinant centralspindlin was produced by coinfection with Hill, E., Clarke, M., and Barr, F.A. (2000). The Rab6-binding kinesin,
CYK-4- and ZEN-4-expressing viruses and purification using the Rab6-KIFL, is required for cytokinesis. EMBO J. 19, 5711–5719.
CBD tag fused to ZEN-4. The TEV protease was used for elution.
Hirose, K., Kawashima, T., Iwamoto, I., Nosaka, T., and Kitamura,
T. (2001). MgcRacGAP is involved in cytokinesis through associating
Microtubule Bundling Assay
with mitotic spindle and midbody. J. Biol. Chem. 276, 5821–5828.
To reconstitute the CYK-4/ZEN-4 complex, equimolar (1 M)
Hurley, J.H., and Meyer, T. (2001). Subcellular targeting by mem-amounts of recombinant CYK-4 and ZEN-4 were mixed and incu-
brane lipids. Curr. Opin. Cell Biol. 13, 146–152.bated for 15 min at room temperature. Samples (final 0.1 M) were
mixed with taxol-stabilized microtubules (final 4 M) in 150 mM KCl, Jantsch-Plunger, V., Go¨nczy, P., Romano, A., Schnabel, H., Hamill,
80 mM PIPES, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 5 mM AMP- D., Schnabel, R., Hyman, A.A., and Glotzer, M. (2000). CYK-4. A rho
PNP (pH 6.8) and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. The family GTPase activating protein (gap) required for central spindle
reaction was fixed with glutaraldehyde and the microtubules were formation and cytokinesis. J. Cell Biol. 149, 1391–1404.
sedimented on a coverslip as described (Desai and Walczak, 2001).
Kaitna, S., Mendoza, M., Jantsch-Plunger, V., and Glotzer, M. (2000).
Microtubules and CYK-4/ZEN-4 were stained with anti-tubulin
Incenp and an aurora-like kinase form a complex essential for chro-
monoclonal antibody (DM1) and either anti-CYK-4 or anti-ZEN-4
mosome segregation and efficient completion of cytokinesis. Curr.
rabbit polyclonal antibody.
Biol. 10, 1172–1181.
Kikkawa, M., Sablin, E.P., Okada, Y., Yajima, H., Fletterick, R.J., andCentralspindlin Sedimentation Assay
Hirokawa, N. (2001). Switch-based mechanism of kinesin motors.Samples (final 20 g/ml) were diluted in 20 mM HEPES, 1 mM EGTA,
Nature 411, 439–445.1 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM ATP, 1 mM DTT, and the indicated final concen-
tration of NaCl. Following incubation for 30 min at 25C, a portion Kull, F.J., Sablin, E.P., Lau, R., Fletterick, R.J., and Vale, R.D. (1996).
of the reaction was removed (total) and the remainder was centri- Crystal structure of the kinesin motor domain reveals a structural
fuged at 10,000 	 g for 30 min at 25C. The total and supernatant similarity to myosin. Nature 380, 550–555.
fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining or Kuriyama, R., Dragas-Granoic, S., Maekawa, T., Vassilev, A., Khodja-
Western blotting. kov, A., and Kobayashi, H. (1994). Heterogeneity and microtubule
interaction of the CHO1 antigen, a mitosis-specific kinesin-like pro-
Immunolocalization tein. Analysis of subdomains expressed in insect Sf9 cells. J. Cell
Immunolocalization studies using HeLa cells were performed ac- Sci. 107, 3485–3499.
cording to standard procedures following fixation in 20C methanol.
Lewis, J.A., and Fleming, J.T. (1995). Basic culture methods. Meth-
ods Cell Biol. 48, 3–29.
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